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It’s all about technology…

On-screen marking – remote standardisation and moderation 
Marker monitoring
On-screen assessment 
Automated marking 
E-portfolios 
Item banking 
Curation of all our questions 
On-demand testing – versioning, time zones
Adaptive testing and automated test construction 
Rapid feedback 
Results analysis – us, schools, candidates 
Test evaluation and development 
Experimental work – rank ordering, on-screen marking environment
Formative assessment environments and assessment embedded in learning  
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The future of assessment is all about technology…

…technological development is only a small part of well-evidenced, coherent development of 
assessment…

…many ‘assessment environments’ are emerging, often from very unaccountable organisations, with 
insufficient attention paid to measurement principles and to impact
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‘It’s all about technology’…it should not be 

Learners
Users 
The content of learning 
The accuracy and fairness of measurement
Access to assessment 
Reporting 
Impact 
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Some false dichotomies 

Formative assessment Low stakes

Summative assessment High stakes 
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Select Committee evidence January 2017

…England is the most tested system in the world 
…Only, it is not

…Only England has high accountability 
…It depends on what you look for, almost all high performing systems have high accountability 

…High density assessment and accountability are not associated with ‘improving systems’
…Actually, they are 



What’s the difference between ‘gas’ and ‘smoke’? 
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What’s the difference between ‘gas’ and ‘smoke’? 
Did Shakespeare have a sense of unconscious motivation? 



Many are reluctant to ask questions out of fear of failure 

An ice cube floats in a glass of water 

Will the level of water in the glass rise when the cube melts? 
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Many are reluctant to ask questions out of fear of failure 

An ice cube floats in a glass of water 

Will the level of water in the glass rise when the cube melts? 

How many trees does it take to make one edition of the New York Times?  
Enrico Fermi 
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Many are reluctant to ask questions out of fear of failure 

What’s the difference between ‘gas’ and ‘smoke’? 
Did Shakespeare have a sense of unconscious motivation? 

Discussion questions 
Diagnostic 
Hinge-point 
Exit pass 

Underneath the deployment of these are principles (explicit/implicit) regarding: 

the extent of practice
variation theory for the purpose of learning
repetition for moving ideas into long term memory
extent and depth of understanding- tracing points of breakdown
the structure of knowledge (there are such things as ‘subjects’) 
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Understanding what’s going on inside a child’s head 

Intrusive 

Ideas of powerful knowledge  – important issues of epistemology and ontology 

Moving from ‘common experience’ to profound counterintuitive knowledge and behaviour informed by 
this knowledge – Hidden Figures, Soviet Maths 

Uncomfortable (affect) – requires deep engagement & concentration (cognitive re-orientation) 

Constructs and constructivism – naïve constructivism re ‘authentic experience of the child’; ‘discovery 
learning’ 

Production 
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Vicki Crisp 

Learning to pass
Learning 
Learning to learn 
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Formative/summative or formative v summative

Paul Newton and Robert Coe
‘…formative and summative assessment items differ not in form but in the manner of their use...’.

Oates and Wilam 
‘...while use is a vital matter, item form can be optimised for different purposes...’. 

Assessment can be optimised for one or the other. In formative use, stimulating thinking can be as 
important as securing a specific answer. 

Response, marking and scoring expectations and processes are absolutely part of this question of 
‘linking form to function’.

Isaac Physics 
Hong Kong textbooks 
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Workload – purpose 

Personalisation – UK and US focus; increasing focus in China 
Group focus (no equivalent term to ‘personalisation’) – Stigler, Crehan 

‘They (teachers) make the work for themselves’ Bea Martinez-Gatell (WebLab, working on Test Maker) 

The importance of underpinning models 

Instrumental versus rich questions
Assumptions about teachers’ approaches versus actual practice 

Practices are heavily determined by models of human potential and progression
This conditions interpretation of results and use of results, and responses in the classroom 
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The importance of underpinning models 

Instrumental versus rich questions (O’Sullivan on Vaughan) 
Assumptions about teachers’ approaches versus actual practice 

Practices are heavily determined by models of human potential – Confucian, individualistic 
This conditions interpretation of results and use of results 

England – ‘tell me the level/predicted grade’ – trying to move to a granular, analytic approach 
Finland – rich questions to support learning; extensive testing to identify those as risk of falling behind
Japan – to stimulate engagement and review thinking
Shanghai – to continually probe pupil thinking, adapt presentation, immediately provide additional support 

The importance of doing well in PISA 
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The importance of underpinning models 

Stigler and Stevenson – polishing each lesson to perfection
Wiliam – conceptual depth 
Miller – eliciting responses 
Hong Kong textbooks – checking, exam preparation, parental monitoring 
Singapore textbooks – practice, concept checking
Crehan – Shanghai constant monitoring and immediate action 

Supportive content for ‘classroom curriuculum’ and curriculum processes in the classroom 
Supports teacher understanding of genuine educational progression 
Supports parental engagement 
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Inside the Black Box – Black and Wiliam 

1998 review commissioned by ARG plus accumulated elements

- learning focussed on objectives
- opportunities for pupils to express understanding
- orientation to self-referencing

- self assessment 
- comments not grades
- wait time
- traffic lights 
- exploratory questioning by teachers, probing conceptual development
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Genealogy - late 2000s
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AFL

Jersey
Scotland

Hong Kong

LA + 
school 
initiatives

1200 + expressions
Oxford & Medway

DCSF (DfE)
AFL
APP

Authentic assessment

Surface learning: Gipps
Retention: Nuttall

Formative assessment
Assessment by objectives
Coursework

Ofsted appraisal



Meanings…

The best formative assessment involves both students and teachers in a recursive process. It starts with 
the teacher, who models the process for the students. At first, the concept of what good work "looks 
like" belongs to the teacher. The teacher describes, explains, or demonstrates the concepts or skills to 
be taught, or assigns student investigations—reading assigned material, locating and reading materials 
to answer a question, doing activities or experiments—to put content into students' hands. For 
example, the teacher shares the aspects of a good descriptive paragraph and tells students how their 
work compares to the ideal. Gradually, students internalize the learning goals and become able to see 
the target themselves. They begin to be able to decide how close they are to it.
A student's self-assessment process marks the transition to independent learning. When students 
monitor their own learning and make some of their own decisions about what they need to do next, 
they are using metacognitive skills. 

Brookhart SM 2010 Formative assessment strategies for every classroom 2nd edition ASCD
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Implementation research 

- Beyond the Black Box
- Oxford and Medway
- ESRC summative use of formative assessment
- LA and school implementation (Portsmouth, Cambridge reviews) 

- Northern Ireland
- Scotland
- Jersey
- Hong Kong 
- New Zealand 
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Significant gains predicted

Postulated effect size from research review 1998 

- typical effect sizes between 0.4 and 0.7 
largest ever reported for sustained intervention

- 0.4 would mean average student would move to 35th percentile
- 0.5 would improve performance by 1 and 2 grades (at least one grade 2003)
- 0.7 would raise England in TIMSS from middle rank of 41 to top five 
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The disappointment of Oxford & Medway? 

…we’ve tried Afl and it doesn’t work…(Hackman)
6 schools, 19 teachers 

- majority of effect sizes 0.2-0.3
- median value of 0.27
- mean effect size 0.34 but with some extreme values
- estimated true mean effect size of 0.32 after adjustment
- 4 negative effects amongst 27 measurements
- negatives relating to 2 teachers, both maths

‘…estimated improvement of one-half grade per pupil per subject is possible; if replicated across a 
whole school, would raise the performance of a school at the 25th percentile nationally into the 
upper half…’
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Smith and Gorard 2005

Trial of ‘comments only’ to 104 Year 7 pupils in one comprehensive school - showing inferior 

progress of pupils receiving comment-only feedback.

GTCe ‘poorly contextualised implementation of AfL’

‘…in no way does this work, of itself, seek to test the overall notion that formative feedback is to 

be preferred in the ways suggested by its advocates. Nevertheless, it does give an indication of 

what can happen when a scheme is ‘rolled out’ into wider practice…’ Smith and Gorard 2005 p36

Black and Wiliam: high quality formative assessment not about the suspension of marking alone, 

it  requires high quality probing and feedback
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Wiliam

1. Clarifying, sharing, and understanding learning intentions and criteria for success – getting the 
students to really understand what their classroom experience will be and how their success will be 
measured.
2. Engineering effective classroom discussions, activities, and learning tasks that elicit evidence of 
learning – developing effective classroom instructional strategies that allow for the measurement of 
success.
3. Providing feedback that moves learning forward – working with students to provide them the 
information they need to better understand problems and solutions.
4. Activating learners as instructional resources for one another – getting students involved with each 
other in discussions and working groups can help improve student learning.
5. Activating learners as owners of their own learning – self-regulation of learning leads to student 
performance improvement.

Wiliam D Embedded formative assessment 2011 Solution Tree Press
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https://www.nwea.org/blog/2012/self-regulation-of-learning-leads-to-student-performance-improvement/


Key authors 

Black & Wiliam 
Shirley Clarke 
Gordon Stobart 
Daisy Christodoulou
Sue Swaffield 
Didau & Rose
Paul Newton
Rob Coe 

‘…Assessment linked seamlessly into instruction…’
Randy Bennet ETS 
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But I looked in the archive … and it just had questions....

Polish and re-use – Rong Fang; Stigler; Christodoulou; Warner & Jardine-Wright

1923 
1601
403

Quantum – crowd-sourced assessment 
Flooding as a means of avoiding instrumentalism & encouraging ‘intelligent practice’
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120 questions 

‘…children...what’s multiplication...’

Wroxham School, Potter’s Bar 2011

The most obvious difference between mathematics lessons in England and lessons in Shanghai is 
the amount of time spent in ‘whole class teaching’ – ie directed by the teacher from the front of 
the classroom. This includes carefully planned lecturing, but  isn’t all one-sided; teachers actually 
ask the students huge numbers of questions (on average 50-120 per lesson) during this 
demonstration period, making it highly interactive. Some of the questions are deliberately very 
easy, so that the teachers start where the chidren are, and build up their explanations and 
questions, gradually moving to more difficult mathematical concepts. 

Lucy Crehan Cleverlands 2016
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‘The other important point to emphasise is the feedback. Practising at length is not 
useful, and can even be harmful, if you’re practising in the wrong way. Chinese teachers 
make the most of their extra non-teaching time to offer feedback to pupils in three 
ways. Firstly, they will often mark the students’ classwork and homework on the same 
day it’s handed in, using a set of symbols to indicate what the students got wrong so 
the students get immediate feedback. This doesn’t always happen; in some schools I 
saw students in the staffroom marking their peers’ work using the mark scheme, but 
this still gives the teacher an idea about distribution of mistakes, which they can use in 
their planning. 

Secondly, they discuss common mistakes or misunderstandings at the beginning of the 
very next lesson, and ask students who got the tricky questions to demonstrate how 
they did it on the board to the rest of the class. On one occasion a maths teacher was 
hesitant to let me observe her class because, she said, ‘we’re only going over 
homework’, yet this is probably where the most learning gains happen’. 

Lucy Crehan, Cleverlands (p.183), 2016
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Problems

Adverse washback re narrowing of curriculum 
Seeking correct answer swiftly – Wiliam’s ‘game’
Not responding to inappropriate answers or errors 
Endlessly seeking levels/grades/summation over very short periods
Creating damaging ideas of fixed ability 
Creating dysfunctional learning identities and goals 
Creating disruptive and unduly competitive culture in learning groups

Construct focus
Item form matched to construct 
Christodoulou’s attack on descriptors – ambiguous, lacking in clarity for pupils, falsely re-assuring 
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Sailing ships
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Ninety-five percent of world trade is moved by sea, by 
roughly 50 000 tankers, bulk carriers and container 
ships. Most of these ships use diesel fuel.

Engineers are planning to develop wind power 
support for ships. Their proposal is to attach kite sails 
to ships and use the wind’s power to help reduce 
diesel consumption and the fuel’s impact on the 
environment.

Translation Note: “© by skysails”: Do not adapt 
skysails as this is a registered label.



Sailing ships

Question 1: SAILING SHIPS 

One advantage of using a kite sail is that it flies at a height of 150 m. There, the wind speed is 
approximately 25% higher than down on the deck of the ship.
At what approximate speed does the wind blow into a kite sail when a wind speed of 24 km/h is 
measured on the deck of the ship?

A 6 km/h
B 18 km/h
C 25 km/h
D 30 km/h
E 49 km/h

Translation Note: In this unit please retain metric units throughout.
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Sailing ships

Question 3: SAILING SHIPS

Approximately what is the length of the rope for the 
kite sail, in order to pull the ship at an angle of 45�
and be at a vertical height of 150 m, as shown in the 
diagram opposite? 

A 173 m
B 212 m
C 285 m
D 300 m
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MCQ Types: multiple completion

Haloalkanes react with aqueous alkali.  A possible reaction mechanism 

for this reaction has the energy profile shown above.

What statement/s is/are correct?

The reaction is an example of a nucleophilic substitution

Between X and Z the C-Br bond will be lengthening.

The energy difference between X and Y represents the activation 

energy.

A 1, 2 and 3 are correct

B Only 1 and 2 are correct

C Only 2 and 3 are correct

D Only 1 is correct
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Dichotomy and demonisation

Value-neutral science? Value-neutral assessment instruments?

�…the Assessment Reform Group proposed �assessment for learning� to use assessment to 
support learning and dissociate it from the domination of external exams on curriculum and 
classroom practice…this dissociation has resulted in a dichotomy and a discourse which has 
demonised exams (or summative assessment) and represented formative assessment (or 
support of learning) as a panacea to save the classroom from the demons of summative 
assessment…emotive and provocative language colours the discourse and would seem to 
represent the choices as those between good and evil, Broadfoot talks of summative assessment 
as �the Frankenstein monster�…

Taras 2008
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QCA MCA findings 

Contrast in attitudes to KS2 & KS3 tests versus Optional Tests
Use of commercial tests

Choice, control and use of data
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Production 
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The externalisation of thinking 

Making thoughts an object of 
study for the pupil

Revealing pupils’ thinking to 
teachers 



1 no meaningless summarisation – no ‘levels’ – a construct focus 
2 immediate feedback and action 
3 production – a focus on pupil work 
4 effective assessment is more than marking
5 meaningful, manageable and motivational 
6 parental understanding – all actors agreeing on approach and action

Report soon to be available 
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WOWS Project (With Others We Succeed) – a focus on marking practices



Concluding reflections – futures…

The underlying learning model and model of human potential is extremely important 
Other factors may overdetermine the implementation of formative assessment, removing benefit
Item quality is critical 
The purpose of the specific form of item needs to be consciously managed by teachers 
Assumptions about real patterns of use are frequently wrong
The complexity suggests that great clarity in arrangements, and communicating that to all parties, is essential 
Personalisation is too narrow a conception of formative assessment
Technology may be able to supplement well-designed formative models
Transnational comparisons are useful
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